
Method 4   Meander Migration Modeling (MMM)  
 
Definition of corridor:  
The area where a channel is likely to flow in the future given historic migration rates and 
future discharge patterns. 
 
Description of method, inputs and outputs: 
This method uses stream power and shear stress relationships and basic physical 
parameters to predict future channel locations under specific discharge scenarios. 
Developed as part of the Sacramento River Ecological Flows Study, this model was 
designed to predict how a river will migrate over time under different management 
scenarios. The model maps the effective stream power - that which is above a minimum 
threshold value to produce erosion but below a maximum threshold value at which point 
the channel overtops its bank and no longer increases its bank-shear-stress. Basic land-
cover and geology are used to determine bank and floodplain erodibility. Stream power, 
erodibility, and historical flow rates are used to predict site-specific migration rates. 
 

Output:  
 
☐ Binary map   (in the zone of risk or not)  
 Graded map  (maps levels of risk) 

Technology needs: 
 
☐ GIS  
 Specific model 

What is assessed: Data Sources: 
 
Channel-scale 
  Width (bankfull) 
  Depth 
  Slope 
 Planform  
  Erodibility of 
Banks/Bed 
  Grain Size 
☐  Stream Power 

 
Landscape-scale 
  Vegetation 
 Hydrology (streamflow, 
channel forming flow, flood) 
  Erodibility of floodplain  
☐ Width (flood prone area) 
 
 

 
 Imagery 
   (± channel geometry) 
   (± vegetation) 
   (± land use) 
   (± infrastructure) 
☐ Topographic Maps 
   (± LiDAR DEM) 
 Geologic Maps 
☐ Soil Maps/ database 
   (± Surficial Geology) 
 

 
  Streamflow data 
  Field measurements 
   (± Channel geometry) 
   (± Erosional Forms) 
   (± Sedimentary Forms) 
   (± Bankfull indicators) 
   (± Vegetation) 
 Historical Information 
 Land use maps 
   (± vegetation) 
   (± wetlands) 

 
Developer/Year:  The Nature Conservancy, 2007 
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